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If we laugh at a ]oke we are likely to think it funny, and
funnier situations are expected to cause more laughter and more
positive judgments (Calvert, 1949, Zigler, Levme, & Could,
1966) Common sense and psychological theories (Rosenberg,
1^0) suggest that a person's attitudes (evaluations) and emo-
tional reactions are hkely to be consistent But does this con-
sistency between laughter and evaluation reflect a correlation or
a more dynamic, causal relationships" If there is a "dynamic"
relationship between laughter and evaluation, we should be able
to alter a person's evaluations of a ]oke or a movie by changing
his laughter The evaluative change could be due to dissonance
produced by a companson of behef and behavior (Festmger,
1957) or to persuasion due to exposure to one's own actions
(Bem, 1967) In either case the person's laughter leads him to
rate the stimulus as funnier

The evidence from prior research is ambiguous about whether
laughter does influence judgment For example, Martm (1905)
asked subjects to encourage or suppress laughter while they were
viewmg cartoons Suppression of laughter decreased the evalu-
ated funnmess of the cartoons, while expression of laughter
increased it She concluded that "laughter and a feeling of
funnmess go hand m hand" (p 104). On the other hand. Young
and Frye (1966) found that subjects who read jokes m group
conditions (m companson to mdividual conditions) laughed
more but did not rate the jokes as funnier. These authors "make
a distmction between the overt laugh as a response to humor and
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the covert ratmg of the same joke The overt response seems to be
much more sensitive to the nature of the social situation The
two responses do not bear upon one another" (p 752).

The mconsistent findmgs suggested that it would be desirable
to explore the vanous situational vanables and mdividual differ-
ence factors that might be responsible for consistency and/or
mconsistency between evaluative responses and laughter The
evidence from several recent studies (Schachter & Smger, 1962,
Schachter & Wheeler, 1962) suggested that the overt responses
(mirth, laughter, etc ) mvolved m emotion are readily influenced
by situational vanables such as social stimulation and drugs,
while the attitudmal reactions are more closely related to tihe
mdividual's past experience with the stimulus object For ex-
ample, Schachter and Wheeler (1962) compared the expressive
and evaluative reactions of subjects injected with epinephrine and
subjects given chlorpromazme prior to viewmg a slapstick movie
They found significantly more laughter among the epmephrme
mjected subjects Schachter (1964) has mterpreted this as
evidence of a change m the evaluation of the stimulus Yet the
ongmal data clearly show that subjects' attitudes were unaffected
by their laughter and suggest that the two responses are m-
dependent of one another The subjects appear to have 'Tcnown"
the stimulus and to have decided that they were laughmg too
much at that "kmd of nonsense " Experience or complexity of
cognitive development seemed to be responsible for the m-
dependence of evaluation from immediate emotional feedback.

EXPERIMENT I

In the Schachter and Wheeler study (1962) differences in ex-
penence with slapstick movies were treated as mdividual differ-
ences stemnung from mcidental or random exposure to such
materials In the present experiment an effort was made to treat
the mdividual difference factor more systematically In particular.
It was assumed that age would provide an mdex of cognitive
complexity or expenence Older children should have experienced
a wider range of humorous material and should generate more
stable cognitive evaluations than younger children Older chil-
dren also have more expenence with laughter and have had more
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opportumty to observe discrepancies between their laughmg
behavior and their final evaluations of specific stimulus situations
Though no precise guide was available respectmg ages to sample.
It seemed reasonable (withm practical considerations of avail-
ability of youngsters, ability to understand rating procedures,
etc ) to use the youngest children possible In the present experi-
ment we compared laughter and evaluation m two groups first-
and second-grade children with fourth- and fifth-grade children.
Thus two age levels "were exposed to a slapstick motion picture
The fihn provided the occasion for exammmg the relationship
between expressive behaviors and evaluation An mstnictional
manipulation was used to change expressive behavior, the children
were told either to inhibit or to express their laughter Following
the reasonmg outlmed above, it was anticipated that attitudes
of younger children but not those of older children would be
influenced by expressive activity (more laughter, more favorable
attitudes).

Subjects and Design

Twenty-four groups of three children (N=:72) were exposed to
humorous motion pictures Eight conditions were generated by the
comhmation of mstructions (express laughter-inhibit laughter), age
(first and second grade versus fourth and fifth), and sex. To facihtate
laughmg Ss were run m groups of three, and these groups were
assigned to each of the eight conditions The eight conditions were
run in random order, and an entire set was completed before b©-
gimung again. The Ss came from two schools A group of 72 Ss,
racially and socioeconomically heterogeneous, was drawn from the
Roger Shennan School and the Winchester School

Procedure

E accompanied each group of Ss (boys or girls) to the experimental
room. A small table with two microphones on it was placed directly
m front of the motion picture projector The children vreace seated at
this table, introduced to an adult (the rater) who was seated at a
table to their right, and shown the first film

Baseline measures The first movie was a 3-minute section of
Abbott and Costello's No Indians Please Hie second was a 2 25-niinute
excerpt of W C Fields's Hurry, Hurry Laughter scores were obtained
during the films, and the Ss were trained in completing postfilm
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questionnaires. Three questions were answered after each film For
each question E explained to the Ss that they should circle the one
number (a choice) which came closest to their feelings about the
film Even though the youngest could read, E read aloud each ques-
tion and its five possible responses The E delayed proceeding until
each child completed his choice Because the first group of younger
childrai tned to confer when answenng the items, this and all sub-
sequent younger groups were seated at mdividual tables There was
no need to separate the older children

Mampulatton of expressive behavior Instruction to facilitate or
mhibit expressive behavior was mtroduced prior to the third film, a
6 25-mmute segment of W. C Fields's Hurry, Hurry The facilitation
mstructions were "Before we show you this longer movie it is very
important that you get very happy because we want you to laugh as
much as you can We are recordmg your laughmg for other children
who will watch this movie Let's smile Can you laugh or giggle?
Great Laugh as much as you can now "

The mhibihon instructions were "Durmg this film I have to do
some work that mvolves Iistemng closely to what people m the movie
are saymg This means that you mustn't laugh out loud or you'll
bother me But you can enjoy the film to yourself "

Dependent Variables

Behavior ratings Mirth responses were rated on a four-pomt scale
adapted from Redhch, Levine, and Sohler (1951) and Zigler et al
(1966) The categones were (1) no response (blank face, etc ), (2)
inhibited to half or slight smile, (3) full smile, (4) laugh (responses
rater could hear). Zigler reports high reliabihty for this scale (r=z
94),^ and our rater foimd the reqx>Bse categones easily discernible
Usmg a stop watch, the rater scaimed the Ss for 15 seconds and checked
each S's maximum response for the mterval This was done 12 times
durmg the first film, 9 times durmg the second, and 25 tmies durmg
thethu^

Evaluations The three followmg items measured evaluation for
the first two films (1) Was this a good movie? (2) Did you like
this movie? (3) How funny was this movie to you? The same three
items plus five more (4-8) were used after the third or experimental
film (4) Would you hke to see this movie agam? (5) Was this
better than other funny movies you have seen? (6) Was this better

2 This rehabdity represents agreement between 2 judges on total mirth scores
for each of 32 subjects
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than the first movie you saw? (7) Was this bettCT than the second
movie you saw? (8) How much did you enjoy watchmg this movie?
A five-pomt scale accompamed each question.

Results and Discusswn

Smce a child's laughter can affect all members of his group,
each trial was given a smgle mirth score (JV=24) Evaluations,
on the other hand, were composed in pnvate, and the analysis
was conducted on mdividual scores (2V = 72) Exammation of the
total evaluation score (a sum of eight questions about the film)
does not support the hypothesis that mcreasmg laughter would
make younger children more favorable to the film Thus we
must reject the hypothesis of congruity or consonance between
attitude and laughter for younger children and incongruity or
mdependence for older children (see Table 1) The analysis of
the attitude index reveals instead a mam effect for grade
(Fi,64 = 5 77,p < 05) and an mteraction of the manipulation with

Table 1 Evaluation (mean for eight items) of experimental film m
Experiment I

Girls

Boys

Younger (1st and 2nd grade)
Older (4th and 5th grade)

Younger (1 st and 2nd grade)
Older (4th and 5th grade)

Inhibition

40
32

47
42

Facilitation

42
41

42
39

the sex of the subjects (Fi,64=6 54, p < 05). The grade effect
shows that younger children gave significantly higher (more
extreme) ratings than did older children The manipulation by
sex mteraction refiects the fact that boys gave more favorable
ratings to the film m the condition where laughter was inhibited
and gave lower ratmgs to the film m the condition where laughter
was facilitated Cirls, on the other hand, gave the fihn a higher
ratmg m the facilitation condition than m the inhibition condi-
tion Boys and girls gave the film equally favorable ratings in the
facilitation condition, while m the mhibition condition the boys
gave the fihn more favorable ratings than did the girls

The scormg of mirth and laughter was exammed to see if it
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Table 2 Laughmg and smilmg (mirth) to experimental film (Hurry,
Hurry) m Experiment I

Girls

Bo/s

Younger (1 st and 2nd grade)
Older (4th and 5th grade)

Younger (1st and 2nd grade)
Older (4th and 5th grade)

Inhibition

1 4
1 4

2 1
1 9

Facilitation

2 I
30

30
34

suggested any reasons for the failure of the original hypothesis and
for the appearance of the unexpected sex by treatment mteraction.
The results (Table 2) showed a large and highly significant
manipulation effect, mirth was higher m the facihtation condi-
tion dian the inhibition condition (Fi,i6=4o 60, p < oi) * There
was also a tendency for older children to laugh more than younger
children m the facihtation condition (Fi,i6=4 64, p< 05).
Neither these data, nor the observations of the subjects, nor the
informally conducted mterviews suggest any special reason for
the failure of the age hypothesis

The mirth data do provide clues respectmg the process m-
volved m the sex by mstructions mteractions All of these mdi-
cators suggest that boys more readily dissociate their expressive
behavior from their attitudmal evaluations First, boys laughed
more than girls (Fi,i6 = i2 97, p < 01), a sign that their laughter
may be more easily turned on and off Second, there were indica-
tions that laughter and evaluation were dissociated by the facilita-
tion instructions, the correlations between laughter and evaluation
are positive m the mhibition condition ( 33 to 87) and negative
m the facilitation condition (— 17 to — 74). Moreover, the high-
est positive conelation is for girls, while the highest negative
correlation is for boys. Laughter and evaluation are more con-
sistent for girls. Third, an mspection of the laughter scores over
tune showed that with laughter instructions boys' mirth responses
were very high at the onset of the film Boys laughed before

3 Atbtudes (summing across the three items) for the first two films, l e , pnor
to the mampulabon of laughter, were more posibve for younger than for older
children (Fi 64=5 77, P < 05) But this held only for two of the three ques-
bons (a) Was this a good movie? (F^ 8^=5 69, p < 05) and (fc) Did you hke
tbs movie? (Fj 8^=8 10, p < 05)8^
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the accumulation of "funny" instances, a pattern that is different
from that for girls (a gradual rise m muth m laughter instruc-
tions) and from that for boys and girls m inhibition mstructions
This mtense onset of laughter for boys seems deliberate or m-
temally generated rather than produced by the movie Girls, on
the other hand, laugh less than boys and appear less dehberate
and self-generatmg m their production of laughter. Thus, girls
could more easily view their mirth as a consequence of the film
In sum, mirth and attitude seem independent for boys and con-
gruent or dependent for girls.

Of course, there is no certamty that the subjects were respond-
mg to their own laughter They could have been respondmg
directly to the experimental mstrucfaons If so we might expect
the girls to be docde to the demands of the experiment and both
to laugh and to reevaluate the films. Boys, on the other hand,
are pubhcly conformmg (laugh more) and pnvately resistant
(say film is less funny). It is also possible that the effects are
partially dependent upon runnmg the subjects in groups. Groups
of boys may be more boisterous, and the outbursts of laughter
may reflect mutual mcitement rather than an individually based
response to the laughter instructions

EXPERIMENT II

A second study was run to clarify the questions raised above
and to check on the rehabihty of the sex by treatment findmg.
Rather than directmg subjects to laugh, laughter was stimulated
by means of canned laughter recorded on the film soundtrack
TTie canned laughter was mserted immediately after funny
mcidents This was done to stimulate laughter durmg amusing
fihn contents so that subjects could regard the laughter as a
reasonable product of the stimulus. This mampulation should
have weaker demand characteristics (Orne, 1962) than that used
m Experiment I and should decrease if not ehmmate the possi-
bihty that the sex effect is due to differences m comphance to
the experimenter's command A second change was to run the
subjects alone to ehmmate the possibdity that the group settmg
caused a dissociation of laughter and attitudes in boys. Both
modifications mcrease the probabihty that the sexes are respond-
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mg differently to expressive behavior rather than to experimental
instructions or to irrelevant contextual features

The final major change m procedure was to run the expen-
ment m two separate sessions The first session was devoted to
the evaluation of the subjects' spontaneous laugh level, the second
to the experiment. By measuring laugh level we could deter-
mme if the differences depend upon sex per se or to a sex-
associated factor such as mtensity of laughter. Thus maleness
may be associated with more experience with laughter and a
tendency to attribute the response to oneself rather than to a
fihn

Fmally, several mmor procedural changes were mtroduced.
Older subjects were used because considerable inhibition of
laughter was observed when young subjects were run singly.
The films were also switched, i e, Hurry, Hurry served as the
pretest film, and The Great Chase as the experimental film. This
seemed to have three advantages (a) the experimental effect,
if rephcated, would be observed on a film other than Hurry,
Hurry, (b) Hurry, Hurry seemed a better pretest, as it evoked
more spontaneous laughter, and (c) it seemed that mirth mduced
by canned laughter (which a pretest showed to be weak) would
be more visible if the experimental fihn provoked relatively httle
spontaneous laughter. Thus we tned to msure the success of
the mirth mampulation

Method

Subjects and design Forty-nine high school sophomores partici-
pated m two sessions held two to three weeks apart The Ss were run
singly m both sessions At the seoond experimental session the Ss,
divided by sex and initial mirth scores, were assigned randomly to
control and canned laughter conditions with twice as many Ss assigned
to the control condition * The total numbers were 33 Ss m control
condition (8 males and 8 females with low nurth scores and 8 females

4 An addibonal 73 subjects were run m three condibons that were mtended
to compare same and opposite sexed pairs to the alone condibon These groups
would test hypotheses relevant to social facihtabon ot laughter The results for
the pairs (in mirtii and evaluabon) were not diJfferent from those m the alone
controls These groups are irrelevant to the mam hypothesis and are not dis-
cussed further Their presence, however, accounts for the relabvely large control
groups (contrcd subjects were to be randomly paired for this separate analysis)
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and 9 males with high mirth scores) and 16 Ss m the canned laughter
condition (4 females and 3 males with low mirth scores and 5 females
and 4 males with high mirth scores)

Stimuli Recordings of laughter were made at a party, and 14 of
the best sequences were inserted at 36 places on the movie soundtrack
The soundtrack without the laughter was used for the control condi-
tion Hurry, Hurry served as the baselme film, and The Great Chase
was used for the experimental movie

Measures The same mirth-ratmg scale was used The question-
naire consisted of eight items, three on evaluations of the film, two
on judgments of peer evaluations, and three on perception of own
behavior durmg film The items are presented m the results section

Results and Discussion

Mirth and evaluation Canned laughter produced a weak but
noticeable mcrease m laughter and snuhng (see Table 3, Fi,4i =

Table 3 Laughmg and smilmg (mirth) durmg experimental film m
Experiment II

Girls

Boys

Pretest
mirth

High

Low

High

Low

Experimental group

Control

41 62
(8)

23 88
(8)

38 78
(9)

28 62
(8)

Canned
laughter

46 60
(5)

26 50
(4)

41 00
(4)

42 67
(3)

3 60, p < 07) The difference was smaller and less rehable than
that produced by the direct mstructions used m Experiment I.

Despite the weakness of the mirth manipulation, several clear
mteractions appeared for the evaluation items. The mam question
concerns whether boys (or subjects prone to laughter) devalue
the film when exposed to canned laughter while girls (or sub-
jects who show httle spontaneous laughter) increase their evalua-
tion of the film The data analyses produced significant interac-
tions of canned laughter with lmtial laugh level for two out (rf
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Table 4 Mean evaluation of experimental film m Experiment II

Item

A Was the movie funny?

B Was this a good movie?

C Did you like the movie?

D Did you smile during the
movie?

Pretest
mirth level

High
Low

High
Low

High
Low

High
Low

Boys

Control

3 56
2 88

3 44
3 38

3 56
3 25

3 78
3 00

Canned
laughter

2 25
3 67

2 25
4 33

2 75
4 33

3 00
4 33

Girls

Control

3 62
2 12

3 38
2 1 2

3 50
2 12

4 1 2
2 1 2

Canned
laughter

3 40
3 50

3 60
3 50

4 00
3 25

4 00
3 50

three attitude items—Table 4 (a) Was the movie funny? (Fi,4i =
985, p< 01), {h) Was tills a good movie? (Fi,4i=487,
p < .05), (c) Did you like the movie? {F=2.^, n.s.) In every
case those subjects who smiled and laughed a great deal on the
pretest became less favorable to the film when they were exposed
to canned laughter On the other hand, subjects who showed
little smiling and laughmg on the pretest became more favorable
to the film when they were exposed to canned laughter These
different evaluative changes occurred despite the fact that both
groups of subjects (high and low mirth on the pretest) laughed
more m the experimental canned laughter condition than m the
control conditions"

The results given above are similar to the sex by manipulation
interaction m Experiment I, there boys (who laughed more than
girls) devalued the fihn when given mstructions to express
mirth, while girls mcreased their evaluation under the same m-
structions Although the present interactions do not mclude the
sex factor, an exammation of the data tables shows that among
the high laughers only the boys judged the film as less funny when
exposed to canned laughter The highly expressive girls show
mcreased evaluation with canned laughter, though the increase

5 At a methodological level, it is important to note that the increases and
decreases m evaluabon d^end upon the presence of canned laughter If the
findmg was a simple main effect, i e , a difFerence between high- and low-mirth
subjects, one could easily argue that the results reflected the joint unrehability
of the laughter and evaluabon scores—each regressmg on repeated measurement
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IS smaller than that shown by the less expressive girls Thus, a
high mirth level and "maleness" mcrease the likelihood that in-
creased laughter wJl be associated with decreased evaluation
The similarity of the results for Experiments I and II seems
reasonably satisfactory given the fact that the populations were
different (high school rather than grade school students), the
experimental film was changed, the manipulation was more in-
direct, and the subjects were run smgly.

Alternative interpretations The results seem to rule out a
simple Jamesian (James, 1884) or balance notion, le , that there
IS a direct pressure toward congruence among expressive be-
havior and attitudes Sex and individual differences m strength
of affect expression reverse the symmetry effect In particular
the fiexibihty and the high control of their laughter by highly
expressive boys appears to be related to their ability to discount
it m makmg evaluations.* But it is not clear whether the results
refiect (a) differential attention to or use of one's own expressive
behavior or (fc) differential responsiveness of the expressive and
evaluative responses to external stimulus pressure Thus, for
highly expressive boys canned laughter could directly mcrease
laughter and decrease evaluation, the more pubhc expressive
acts respond positively to stimulus pressure, and the more private
evaluative acts respond counter to stimulus pressure We may be
observing a reactance effect that is stronger m males and active
laughers (Brehm, 1966). Similarly, for low-mnrth subjects the

6 The analyses of the mirth scores showed a significant mam effect for premea-
sure mirth levels (Fj_i4=i3 58, p < 001), high scores on the pretest were still
high on the post-test There was also a variety of mteracbons between sex and
inibal mirth level These appeared followmg the experimental film for mirth scores
(Fj 4^=5 45, p < 03), the three atbtude items (F rabos of 325, 505, and
4 54, items m order listed m Table 4) and two of the three estimates of own be-
havior (Fgniiie=^5 4̂> F/on=i3°7) All of these mteracbons appear to reflect
greater variability m the behavior of boys than m the behavior of girls Thus
lmbaHy high-mirth boys are less likely to be high (m mirth, atbtudes, etc ) upon
retesbng, and mibally low-scormg boys are less likely to stay low The range of
scores is similar for boys and girls, which means that these effects mdicate a
greater vanabihty for boys rather than a more constricted response on retesbng
An examinabon of the means for these items also suggests that the effects are not
simply due to stabc vanables of sex and mirth level The "regression" of scores
for boys is clearly stronger in the canned laughter condibon But the two-way
mteracbons are significant only for one of the six quesbons (Fg^j,
501)
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mcreased evaluation could refiect positive responses to the stimu-
lus by both expressive and evaluative acts. Thus cognitive
reactions need not be dependent upon feedback from expressive
behavior.

There may be reasons, however, for preferring an mterpreta-
tion based on differential response to one's own expressive
activity. First, the effect appeared with two qmte different
manipulations, the canned laughter bemg far less direct and
clearly less demandmg than the instructions used in Experi-
ment I At the least, this rephcation tends to rule out demand
characteristics (Orne, 1962) Second, there are suggestions that
high-muth subjects actively discounted their own laughter Three
items asked subjects to report on their behavior durmg the movie-
(a) Did you smile durmg the movie? (b) Did you laugh durmg
the movie? (c) Was it fun to be here? For the simle item there
was an interaction of canned laughter and mitial mirth score
(F=7i9 , p < 025, Table 4), high laughers report themselves
as smilmg less with canned laughter Thus high-mirth subjects
reported less smilmg when exposed to canned laughter, although
their mirth scores were actually higher

This findmg does raise a number of diflBcult questions If sub-
jects responded to their laughter by devaluation of the film, why
do they report reduced smilmg? The question is whether sub-
jects can, or will, make use of a cue and then deny its existence.
Of course there is a possibility that the subjects actually smiled
less, and that canned laughter diminished a low-level of mirth
activity that was not readily captured by our scormg system
Canned laughter may therefore exaggerate strong responses, or
focus attention on strong responses, at the expense of weak
responses. The consequence may be "artificiahty" of expressive
activity, 1 e., a shift to many strong responses with msuflScient
weak responses. The artificial nature of the pattern may result m
devaluation

This mterpretation may not differ markedly from that already
suggested, that strong laughers, and boys m particular, who
easily modulate or control their expressive actions compensate
when making evaluations The "artificiahty" of the response
pattern may be a cue for compensation It can also be pomted
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out that the results are analogous, in some respects, to the re-
actions of mtemally and externally controlled subjects to condi-
tionmg situations Internally controlled subjects seem unhkely to
condition unless the experimenter makes exphcit that they are
supposed to condition (Rotter, 1966) When the mstructions to
condition are subtle the subjects resist infiuence It is very likely
that changmg one's scale ratmgs after instructions to laugh, or
after canned laughter, represents conformmg to a "subtle" rather
than a direct mfluence attempt Moreover, males are generally
assumed to be higher m mtemal control (see Aronfreed, 1961)

It should be pomted out that the issue of attentiveness to one's
own expressive and internal reactions is a key problem m many
studies of emotion For example, Rosenberg (i960) changed
attitudes by hypnotizmg his subjects and mstructmg them to
feel a specific way every tune they thought of a particlular issue
But Rosenberg's hypnotic mstructions attributed or tied the
feehng to the issue object, and they could have served as a direct
mstruction to change attitudes toward the object The questions
can also be raised in studies of self-observation m response to
pamful stimuh (Bandler, Medaras, & Bem, 1968) and m studies
mvestigatmg the mteraction of epmephrme injections and instruc-
tions upon verbal and mstrumental "emotional" acts (Schachter
& Smger, 1962) In these mvestigations it is assumed that sub-
jects extract mformation from their mtemal, expressive, and/or
mstrumental acts In the Bandler et al study, making an escape
response is said to inform the subject that a stimulus is painful
Yet the study does not show that the subject judges the stimulus
as painful because he makes an escape reaction, nor does it show
that subjects (umnstructed as to the "meanmg" of the response)
would ordmanly draw such conclusions Similarly, Schachter and
Smger (1962) provide no evidence that subjects are more easily
made angry or happy because they cannot mterpret their auto-
nomic activity Subjects mjected with epmephrme and unm-
formed of its consequences may be unaware of their autonomic
activity rather than trying to explam it Subjects given accurate
mformation may have been the ones who actually attended to
their autonomic activity and therefore remamed uninfiuenced

Whether subjects are respondmg to the environment or their
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own expressive behavior, it would be lnterestmg to know why
subjects show diflFerent patterns of evaluative and expressive re-
sponses to stimulation The specification of various patterns of
organization would represent an advance over assumptions of m-
trmsic forces for symmetry

SUMMARY

Two experiments were conducted to determme if changes in
expressive behavior (laughter) would influence the evaluation of
a slapstick movie In the first study young children of two
different age groups (first and second grade versus fourth and
fifth grade) were exposed to a comedy under either of two m-
structional sets, to laugh (so their laughter would be recorded)
and not to laugh (to avoid obscuring the experimenter's hear-
ing of the soundtrack) The subjects were run m groups of three,
and equal numbers of boys and girls participated In the second
experiment junior high school children were exposed mdividually
to a slapstick film In one condition canned laughter was used
on the film soimdtrack and m the other it was not Subjects
were tested twice (two weeks apart), with the mitial testmg used
to divide them mto high and low laughers The expectation m the
first experiment was that younger children would rate the film
as funnier when they laughed and that older children would not
The results disconfirmed this expectation. Instead, when boys
were encouraged to laugh they evaluated the film as less funny
When girls were encouraged to laugh they evaluated the film as
more funny In the second study, high laughers, especially boys,
evaluated the film as less funny when it was accompanied by
canned laughter, while low laughers (both boys and girls) thought
the film funnier with canned laughter than without canned
laughter A number of observations plus internal analyses sug-
gest that people with high control over the onset and termina-
tion of their own expressive behavior (high laughers and/or
boys) tend to discount their laughter when making cognitive
evaluations
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